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Abstract: East Asia is the second-largest mineral dust source in the world, after the Sahara. When
dispersed in the atmosphere, mineral dust can alter the Earth’s radiation budget by changing the
atmosphere’s absorption and scattering properties. Therefore, the mineralogical composition of
dust is key to understanding the impact of mineral dust on the atmosphere. This paper presents
new information on mineralogical dust during East Asian dust events that were obtained from
laboratory dust measurements combined with satellite remote sensing dust detections from the
Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI). However, the mineral dust in this region is
lifted above the continent in the lower troposphere, posing constraints due to the large variability
in the Land Surface Emissivity (LSE). First, a new methodology was developed to correct the LSE
from a mean monthly emissivity dataset. The results show an adjustment in the IASI spectra by
acquiring aerosol information. Then, the experimental extinction coefficients of pure minerals were
linearly combined to reproduce a Gobi dust spectrum, which allowed for the determination of the
mineralogical mass weights. In addition, from the IASI radiances, a spectral dust optical thickness
was calculated, displaying features identical to the optical thickness of the Gobi dust measured
in the laboratory. The linear combination of pure minerals spectra was also applied to the IASI
optical thickness, providing mineralogical mass weights. Finally, the method was applied after LSE
optimization, and mineralogical evolution maps were obtained for two dust events in two different
seasons and years, May 2017 and March 2021. The mean dust weights originating from the Gobi
Desert, Taklamakan Desert, and Horqin Sandy Land are close to the mass weights in the literature.
In addition, the spatial variability was linked to possible dust sources, and it was examined with a
backward trajectory model. Moreover, a comparison between two IASI instruments on METOP-A
and -B proved the method’s applicability to different METOP platforms. Due to all of the above,
the applied method is a powerful tool for exploiting dust mineralogy and dust sources using both
laboratory optical properties and IASI detections.

Keywords: remote sensing; mineral dust; aerosols; laboratory measurements; optical properties;
chemical properties; land surface emissivity; mineralogical extinction weight

1. Introduction

Mineral dust is the product of wind erosion of the land surface in arid and semi-arid
regions [1]. Due to its essential impact on the climate system, more attention has been
paid to mineral dust, which plays a fundamental role in air quality [2]. Moreover, climate
change and desertification amplify global dust emissions in the atmosphere [3]. Dust can
directly perturb the radiative flux by interacting with solar and thermal radiation through
absorption and scattering processes [4]. It can also indirectly affect clouds, ice formation,
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and nucleation [5]. Climate alteration depends on the physicochemical properties of dust,
since the forcing effect is associated with dust mineralogical composition changes in the
atmosphere [6]. The sulfuric acid coating can affect ice nucleation, depending on the
mineral composition of dust [7]. In addition, iron solubilization depends on the dust
mineralogy, and it is mainly linked to the presence of clay minerals [8].

Mineral dust presents one of the most abundant sources of Particulate Matter (PM)
originating from natural sources in the atmosphere [9]. In particular, East Asia can produce
up to 800 Tg y−1 of mineral dust [10], with the most frequent dust storms occurring in
springtime [11]. The Gobi Desert, Taklamakan Desert, and nearby plateaus are considered
the primary dust sources in Asia [12]. Dust masses are transported downwind from
Mongolia and China [13], crossing the Korean Gulf and Japan [14] to the Pacific Ocean until
they reach the North American continent [15], and sometimes reaching Europe [16]. One of
the particularities of this region is the diversity in its mineralogical composition; the dust is
rich in silicates and carbonates, which are considered source tracers in East Asia [17].

Previous studies have analyzed desert dust mineralogical properties from East Asia
using experimental methods, i.e., geochemical tracing methods, to link dust mineralogy
and sources depending on the geology [18]. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was
used to exploit the quartz and illite/quartz ratio contents and link them to particle size
distribution [19]. In addition, using X-ray Diffractometry (XRD), it was proven that, from
West to East Asia, the calcite content decreases and the feldspar content increases [20].
Moreover, dust optical properties derived from Fourier transform infrared spectrome-
try (FTIR)—extinction coefficient spectra—exhibited mineralogical fingerprints showing
chemical information about different desert dust sources [21].

Satellite instruments detect dust plume distribution and evolution at a global scale,
e.g., lidars. Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) based on the
CALIPSO satellite, provide dust altitude and layer thickness information [22]. In addition,
multispectral radiometers can outline dust plume evolution, e.g., the geostationary satellite
HIMAWARI 8 RGB imager [23] and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS), which also differentiates natural dust from anthropogenic dust with lower
Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) values [24]. Furthermore, spectrometers with high spectral
resolution allow for quantifying aerosol parameters such as the effective radius from
the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS) [25] and the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding
Interferometer (IASI) [26].

Until now, no mineralogical aerosol information has been investigated from satellite
spectrometers. This may be due to the challenges posed by the lack of experimental optical
properties of pure minerals and dust, as well as the encountered satellite remote sensing
limitations. The latter includes cloud coverage, which can mask aerosol detections, and
the land surface effect, which contaminates observations. In particular, East Asian dust
is uplifted near the surface in the troposphere above the continent [27], where the Land
Surface Emissivity (LSE) variability affects remote sensing detection [28]. This presents a
primary error source, as it impacts clear sky and dust layer detection above the land [29].

This work investigates the capability of IASI spectra to provide the composition of
mineralogical dust using the optical properties of pure minerals found in the laboratory.
In Section 2, the IASI instrument is demonstrated to have different advantages in infrared
detection. We also discuss the false IASI dust detection caused by the LSE and the use of a
mean monthly emissivity atlas that can underestimate or overestimate the IASI radiances.
Then, we introduce a new LSE correction method to optimize the LSE dataset; a new
diagram scheme is presented with the optimization equations. Next, we determine the
optical thickness spectrum derived from IASI radiances, and we use it to verify the LSE
optimization method. In Section 3, we present new experimental optical properties (i.e., the
extinction coefficient spectra) measured using Thermal Infrared (TIR) data for Gobi dust
and pure minerals (quartz, illite, and calcite). An effective extinction coefficient is simulated
using a linear combination of the pure mineral extinctions spectra to reproduce both the
Gobi dust spectrum and IASI dust detection. In Section 4, laboratory measurements are
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compared to the IASI optical thickness, showing the same molecular features. Finally, we
couple the IASI optical thickness with a linear combination of pure mineral spectra to
compute the mineralogical dust mass weights. In Section 5, we apply the method to a dust
storm that occurred between 3–7 May 2017, using IASI observations based on METOP-A.
Finally, we summarize the work by comparing the results with METOP B and a second
dust event between 14–22 March 2021.

2. Gobi Dust Detection from Satellite Remote Sensing
2.1. IASI

The IASI instrument is a central element of the METOP satellite series launched
by the European meteorological polar orbit. Developed by CNES and in cooperation
with EUMETSAT, three sun-synchronized METOP satellites (-A, -B, and -C) have been
dispatched in the last 15 years with IASI-A, -B, and -C on board, and in the next 20 years,
a new generation of IASI-NG will continue the IASI mission with increased resolution
and radiometric performance [30]. The instrument scans in nadir view with a swath of
2200 km. Each field of view corresponds to 2 × 2 circular pixels, each with a 12 km
diameter footprint in nadir. The IASI covers a continuous infrared spectral range between
645 and 2760 cm−1 (3.62 and 15.5 µm) and provides 8461 channels with a high spectral
resolution of 0.5 cm−1 and low radiometric noise [31]. In addition, IASI has shown high-
stability performance over time, with 1.8 million atmospheric detections per day above the
Earth’s surface [32]. It was fundamentally developed for meteorological operations and
atmospheric gas estimation [33,34]. Recently, studies have proven the use of IASI spectral
detections in aerosol applications [26,35]. However, few have been exploited due to the lack
of optical property references that are a fundamental element in aerosol characterization.

Figure 1 shows three IASI detection examples of a clear sky above the sea, clear
sky above the desert, and mineral dust. An observation of a clear sky above the sea
with a negligible LSE contribution shows a flat brightness temperature spectrum in the
atmospheric windows (780 to 980 cm−1 and 1070 to 1210 cm−1). Conversely, the detection
of a clear sky above the desert has high LSE variability that is characterized by a peak at
1159 cm−1, with a lower shift in its brightness temperature between 1069 and 1250 cm−1.
These two features appear due to a high reflectance phenomenon called the ‘Reststrahlen
Effect’ that occurs on surfaces rich in quartz and arises from coherent oscillations of
vibrational optical phonon modes [36]. It is triggered by a sudden drop in the real refractive
index value [37]. As the real part becomes smaller than the imaginary part, the reflectance
increases to a value of 1, which results in a quartz-rich surface decreasing in the LSE to
values of less than 1 in the Reststrahlen region.

Dust is detectable in the atmospheric window, where only narrow gas bands are
exhibited. It produces a ’V shape’ and the LSE signal can affect the spectrum when
detections are above the desert. Carbon dioxide, ozone, and water vapor enhance wide
absorption bands (displayed in shaded gray in Figure 1) as well as narrow absorption
bands in the spectra [33]. For simplicity, the wide bands are removed from the IASI spectra
discussed in the next graphs. IASI dust spectra are selected by applying conditions to
the difference in the brightness temperature ∆TB, which is calculated by subtracting two
brightness temperature values TB,v1 and TB,v2 for two wavenumbers v1 and v2 respectively,
and is written as follows:

∆TB = TB,v1 − TB,v2 (1)
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ozone, and water vapor absorption bands are presented in patterned regions, masking atmospheric 
detection. 
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Figure 1. IASI detection spectra of a clear sky above the sea (in blue), a clear sky above the desert
(in red) with a Reststrahlen feature, and mineral dust above the desert (in gray). Carbon dioxide,
ozone, and water vapor absorption bands are presented in patterned regions, masking atmospheric
detection.

In this study, two brightness temperature differences were considered for dust se-
lection: ∆TB1 = TB,809.25 − TB,988 and ∆TB2 = TB,1191.25 − TB,1112. Particular wavenumber
values were selected to prevent the selection of narrow water vapor bands in the spectrum.
Without considering an LSE correction, the dust selection can be misleading, as mineral
dust detection can be more likely inclined due to the surface signal, especially in the band
where the Reststrahlen region is present. Figure 2a shows the IASI dust selection (∆TB1
and ∆TB2) during a Gobi dust storm on 4 May 2017 at 3:00 UTC; however, to visualize
and study the surface effect, only ∆TB2 is illustrated. A false dust detection in the dashed
black circle was selected, while the same region detected by MODIS showed a negligible
daily average AOD (Figure 2b). The false detection and selection from the IASI spectra are
related to the LSE constraints.
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Figure 2. (a) Difference in the brightness temperature of the IASI dust selection during the dust storm
on 4 May 2017, by day; (b) merged dark target/deep blue aerosol optical depth from MODIS/Terra
on 4 May 2017 (https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov, accessed on 1 December 2021). The dashed
black circle region presents the false aerosol detection region.

To solve the problem found in aerosols and gases retrievals, many studies have used
an IASI mean monthly emissivity dataset provided by Zhou et al. (2014) with 0.25◦ × 0.25◦

latitude-longitude grids [38–40]. The data are produced with an algorithm that validates
the surface emissivity products from the IASI by comparing and validating them with
independent in situ and satellite measurements [41–43].

For example, the topography in East Asia is diverse. There are desert surfaces such as
the Gobi and Taklamakan, as well as the Horqin Sandy Land between North China and
Mongolia. In contrast, more vegetation is found in the eastern regions, with urban and
populated cities, such as Shandong (Figure 3a). Based on the mean monthly emissivity
dataset for May, the grids of four different surfaces are shown in Figure 3b; the LSE
variability is low at the Sea of Japan and Shandong [44]. Notably, the surface composition
is rich in quartz, e.g., from the Taklamakan and Gobi Deserts, showing high LSE variability
between 1069 and 1250 cm−1, with a feature peak at 1159 cm−1, which is identical to the
spectral desert detection from the IASI illustrated in Figure 1.

https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov
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Figure 3. (a) Topographic map of East Asia region with dashed black circles around the main desert
sources; (b) mean monthly surface emissivity of four different surfaces during the month of May
(Adapted with permission from Ref. [44], 2021, Daniel Zhou). The shaded orange box indicates the
Reststrahlen region.

The direct use of this dataset can underestimate or overestimate the spectral obser-
vation, and this can be due to the LSE variability caused by diurnal and seasonal cycles,
the satellite viewing angles, or surface type variation [45]. The correction is expected to
reproduce a clear sky spectrum above the sea. This is not the case in the example shown in
Figure 4. with an over correction of a desert spectrum in green. The brightness temperature
is strongly altered after applying the correction at 1059 cm−1, resulting a trough instead
of the Reststrahlen peak and a higher shift in the brightness temperature between 1069
and 1250 cm−1 instead of a flat clear sky above the sea detection. This result indicates
that the direct use of the dataset can amplify the LSE correction and alter the atmospheric
information in question. Hence, optimization of the LSE is crucial to finding an optimal
aerosol quantification. As a result, establishing the surface contribution and removing it
from satellite observations remains challenging.
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Figure 4. Brightness temperature desert spectrum example before and after the LSE correction using
a monthly average emissivity value (Adapted with permission from Ref. [44], 2021, Daniel Zhou).
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2.2. Surface Emissivity Optimization Method and Dust Spectral Selection

The intensity of the Reststrahlen feature is proportional to the particle size. As the
mean particle diameter decreases, the surface scattering increases, resulting in increased
absorption energy and hence a lower reflectance [46]. Based on this, the Reststrahlen feature
can be used as a surface effect indicator; it is highly visible on desert surface detections
compared to airborne dust. Therefore, in order to optimize the LSE effect on IASI radiances,
a new methodology was developed by calculating the Reststrahlen relative value Xm(v) of a
spectrum m(v) for both the IASI spectral radiance and the mean monthly emissivity value
at the same pixel. The method expresses the relative value between the observed spectrum
with the Reststrahlen effect mw/(vR) at the Reststrahlen wavenumber vR = 1159 cm−1 and
the expected value of the observation spectrum without the Reststrahlen effect mw/o(vR)
and it is written as follows:

Xm(vR)
=

mw/(vR)− mw/o(vR)

mw/o(vR)
(2)

where mw/o(vR) is computed by solving a linear function of the form y = ax+ b calculated
in the neighboring Reststrahlen feature and taking into consideration the narrow gas bands.

Then, we define the emissivity correction factor C as follows:

C =
XL(vR)

Xε(vR)
(3)

With C being the ratio between the Reststrahlen relative value for the spectral radiance
detection XL(vR)

and the Reststrahlen relative value for the mean monthly emissivity
spectrum Xε(vR)

for the same detected grid, both calculated by Equation (2).
The corrected surface emissivity εC(v) is estimated from the mean monthly surface

emissivity ε(v) and the correction factor C, and it is written as follows:

εC(v) = 1 + C(ε(v)− 1) (4)

The correction in Equation (3) is calculated when a significant Reststrahlen effect is
present. A minimum condition is applied to the mw/(vR)−mw/o(vR) value of both the ra-
diance and emissivity spectra. A particular case is applied to the detection of concentrated
dust layers and saturated clouds in which the surface is masked and no emissivity correc-
tion is taken into consideration. The correction factor C is 0; hence, the corrected surface
emissivity εC is 1. The saturated cloud spectra are characterized by having a CO2 bright-
ness temperature peak 668 cm−1 higher than the O3 peak at 1044 cm−1. However, when the
LSE variability is small, the Reststrahlen wavenumber ε(vR) approaches 1. In this case, the
correction factor C equals 1, and the literature dataset is directly used (εC(v) = ε(v)). After
solving Equation (4) to obtain the optimized emissivity εC(v), the corrected spectral radi-
ance Lc(v) is calculated. The dust spectra are then selected by converting the radiance to the
brightness temperature TBc(v) spectra and applying conditions to ∆TB1 and ∆TB2 (defined
in Section 2.1). Figure 5 illustrates the flowchart of the optimization method described.
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Figure 5. LSE correction scheme diagram.

In Figure 6, the optimization method is applied to two IASI observation examples,
detections of a clear sky (in red) and mineral dust (in gray) above the desert. The green spec-
trum shows that all the effects dominated by the Reststrahlen phenomenon are removed
from the clear sky above the desert, as if a clear sky above the sea (in blue) was detected
after the correction. The peak at 1059 cm−1 was optimized and the lower shift between 1069
and 1250 cm−1 was flattened. In contrast, the modification in the mineral dust detection (in
black) was minimal, with the dust spectral signature maintaining a ‘V-shaped’ brightness
temperature.
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the desert and mineral dust detection before and after LSE optimization.
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2.3. IASI Optical Thickness

The radiative transfer equation depends on the surface emission, the absorption in the
atmosphere, and the surface reflection and scattering. In particular, the thermal window
region of the spectrum is the primary contributor to the measured radiance and comes
from the surface emission, and it is written as follows:

R(v) = ε(v)B(v, TS)e−
∫ H

0 kv(h)dh (5)

where the spectrum R(v) is a function of the surface emissivity ε(v), the surface temperature
Ts described by the Planck function B(v, T), and the total extinction kv of the atmospheric
layers of thickness H, containing gases, aerosols, and clouds.

Consider a homogeneous and stratified dust layer of thickness L. The Beer–Lambert
law can be applied to this dust layer. For an incident spectral radiance R0(v) at wavenumber
v, the attenuated amount of Robs(v) passing through a dust layer of thickness L has an
extinction coefficient Kaerosol

ext (v) resulting from the absorption and scattering, and it is
written as follows:

Robs(v) = R0(v)e−kaerosol
ext (v)L (6)

The incident spectral radiance R0(v) represents a clear sky spectrum above the sea
where R0(v) ≥ Robs(v). The spectrum is selected from the same observation date with the
sea detection nearest to the dust observation.

From IASI radiances, we can calculate the optical thickness τ(v), and this is obtained
by the natural logarithm of the ratio of a clear sky spectral radiance R0(v) and a spectral
radiance observation Robs(v):

τ(v) = ln
(

R0(v)
Robs(v)

)
(7)

This ratio becomes independent from the Planck function B(v, Ts) by subtracting it
in the calculation, and unconstrained by the surface emissivity after applying the LSE
optimization method discussed above. What remains in the equation is the aerosol extinc-
tion multiplied by the layer thickness L with an error εRe, which includes noise and the
remaining residue of gas present in the spectrum. Thus, Equation (7) is written as follows:

τ(v) = ln

(
e−kgases

ext (v)·H

e−kgases
ext (v)·H− kaerosol

ext (v)·L

)
= kaerosol

ext (v)L + ετ (8)

Equation (8) has been applied to the example spectra shown in Figure 6. Before the LSE
correction of the clear sky detection above the desert, the optical thickness spectrum has an
extinction coefficient of a land surface, i.e., a sand surface contaminated by the Reststrahlen
effect (Figure 7a). After the LSE correction, only the optical thickness approaches zero with
no aerosol features. This indicates that the spectral signal comes entirely from the land
surface. However, merely a minor optimization affected the optical thickness of the mineral
dust detection above the desert (Figure 7b) with an aerosol extinction signal remaining.
This result verifies that the LSE optimization method corrected only land surface signals
without removing the aerosol fingerprints that present crucial data to quantify the aerosol
physicochemical properties.
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2.4. Cloud Selection

East Asia is also characterized by high coverage of clouds that can mask aerosol
detection. The cloud selection was computed using a principal component analysis (PCA)
code developed in Laboratoire d’Optique Atmosphérique (LOA) [47]. An example is shown
in Figure 8a for IASI detection, where clouds (in gray) mixed with the dust plume and
separated the detection into four different loads. IASI detection and selection are consistent
with the RGB image in Figure 8b showing geostationary HIMAWARI 8 RGB imagery, where
thin high clouds (in olive color) contaminated the plume into four different aerosol sections
(in pink). The IASI map with a Mercator projection shows homogeneous cloud selection
with the same morphology but with a different projection than the HIMAWARI 8 imagery,
which has a polar projection. The inverted ‘L-shape’ cloud selection from the IASI map has
the same shape in the imagery but is elongated. This comparison indicates the consistency
of the IASI cloud and the dust selections.
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Finally, the methodology was applied to the same detection example of the 2017 dust
storm on May 4 previously presented in Figure 2a, before the LSE correction, and it is
plotted in Figure 9a, after the LSE correction. The selection above the Taklamakan desert is
eliminated and a minor change can be seen in the dust plume that originated from the Gobi
Desert. The dust selection after LSE optimization and approved with CALIOP-attenuated
backscattering at 532 nm is shown in Figure 9b. A thick aerosol layer was detected in
the low troposphere between 1 and 3 km. Hence, an optimized LSE correction and dust
selection were established without dust signal elimination. Therefore, by using the new
LSE method, dust selection was established considering cloud detection.

www.icare.univ-lille.fr
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Figure 9. (a) The difference in the brightness temperature of the IASI dust selection after LSE
optimization during the dust storm on 4 May 2017, in daytime. The dashed black circles present the
removed false aerosol detection region. The orange line is the CALIOP orbit track, and the blue line is
the CALIOP viewing section; (b) CALIOP-attenuated backscatter at 532 nm (www.icare.univ-lille.fr,
accessed on 27 November 2021).

3. Experimental Laboratory Data
3.1. Gobi Mineralogical Dust Composition

In general, mineral dust is composed of both silicates and carbonates. One of the
major mineralogical families is the phyllosilicates group (including illite, kaolinite, and
smectite), which is abundant in Asian dust, with a dominance of illite [17]. Members of the
tectosilicates group, i.e., quartz and feldspars, form 75% of the Earth’s crust and appear
in desert dust samples. The carbonate family contains calcite and dolomite, which are
considered tracers of East Asian dust [48].

www.icare.univ-lille.fr
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A study provided an estimate of the global mineralogy of a soil and airborne dust
dataset based on 120 soil units of clay and silt fraction. In airborne dust, phyllosilicates were
abundant, with 74.6% of the weight mass and illite, kaolinite, and smectite as the major
minerals. Quartz and feldspars were minor, with an average of 4.9% and 3.7%, respectively.
Calcite represented 8.9% of the total weight mass, and minor minerals represented 8.1% [49].

3.2. Extinction Coefficient Spectra and Molecular Assignments

The laboratory setup and experimental procedure are described in detail in the refer-
ences [50,51], and are only summarized herein. The experimental study was performed
by two laboratories: PhysicoChimie des Processus de Combustion et de l’Atmosphère
(PC2A) and Laboratoire d’Optique Atmosphérique (LOA). The analyzed samples included
pure quartz crystal, pure amorphous illite, and pure calcite crystal [52], in addition to the
analysis of Gobi dust samples that were collected in Yanchi, Ningxia province in China
(107.475211◦E, 36.487333◦N) [53]. Sample particles (5 g of mass) were placed in suspension
by maintaining mechanical agitation using a magnetic stirrer. Using a mass flow controller
set at 2 L·min−1, the particles were carried by pure nitrogen gas into a buffer volume to
ensure homogeneous aerosol flow and then into two consecutive spectrometer setups.
The first was a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer with a 10 m multipass cell, which
measured the extinction coefficient in the spectral range between 650 and 9000 cm−1. The
second was a UV-visible spectrometer with a 1 m cell measuring extinction coefficients
between 10,000 and 40,000 cm−1. At the exit of the cell, a scanning mobility particle
sizer (SMPS) and an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) were simultaneously used to record
the size distribution generated by the apparatus between 100 nm and 20 µm. Only TIR
spectra were used in this study between 750 and 1250 cm−1 in the atmospheric window
corresponding to the aerosol detection.

The extinction coefficient of the Gobi dust sample in Figure 10a shows absorption
peaks identical to the peaks of the pure mineral extinction coefficients of quartz, illite, and
calcite illustrated in Figure 10b [52]. These extinction coefficients present a measurement
of each individual mineral and were normalized to remove the dependency on concen-
tration. These optical properties are in accordance with the mineralogy in the literature,
where mineral fingerprints show the presence of the three mineral families: tectosilicates,
phyllosilicates, and carbonates, with the presence of quartz, illite, and calcite from each
family, respectively.
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Figure 10. Laboratory extinction coefficient by FTIR of (a) Gobi dust samples, with arrows indicating
extinction peaks, and (b) normalized extinction coefficient to [0, 1] for the pure minerals quartz, illite,
and calcite with their molecular assignments (Adapted with permission from Ref. [52]). Sym Str:
symmetrical stretching; Asym Str: asymmetrical stretching; Bend: bending.
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The most intense bands for quartz from the tectosilicates family are between 1080 and
1177 cm−1, generated by Si-O asymmetrical stretching. The Si-O symmetrical stretching
produces a doublet at 778 and 795 cm−1 [54,55]. This doublet caused by the same Si-O
stretching is also found in phyllosilicates or clay minerals (e.g., illite, kaolinite . . . ) [56].
The major peak present in the latter group at 1033 cm−1 is due to the Si-O asymmetrical
stretching. This shift difference with respect to the stretching mode in quartz is explained
by cation substitutions, particularly Al2+ for Si2+. The peak at 916 cm−1 for illite is assigned
to the -O-H bending associated with Al, Fe, or Mg cations [57]. The fundamental vibrations
of CO3 anions in carbonates (e.g., calcite, dolomite, etc.) show a spectral feature at 885 cm−1

of carbonates in TIR caused by C-O asymmetrical stretching [58,59]. Table 1 summarizes
the molecular assignments in the active thermal infrared (TIR) of the abundant minerals of
the three main mineral groups in desert dust from previous studies.

Table 1. Molecular assignments of some minerals in TIR.

Mineral
Group

Mineral
Name

Molecular
Assignment

Central
Wavenumber (cm−1) References

Tectosilicates Quartz
Si-O Symmetrical

Stretching 778, 795

[54,55,60]Si-O
Asymmetrical

Stretching
1080, 1102, 1177

Phyllosilicates Illite
-O-H Bending 916

[56,57]
Si-O

Asymmetrical
Stretching

1033

Carbonates Calcite
-C-O

Asymmetrical
Stretching

879 to 904 [58,59]

Airborne dust particles occur as a mixture of pure minerals, where the distribution of
the molecules can be heterogeneous in the volume of a particle in the case of an internal
mixture, or homogeneous in the case of an external mixture. In the case of an external
mixture of mineral dust, the optical properties of individual minerals can be used to model
the optical properties. An effective extinction coefficient keff(v) can be obtained from a
linear combination (LC) of the individual mineral extinctions [61]. The combination is
calculated from the normalized experimental extinction coefficients of quartz kQ, illite
kI, and calcite kCa , with an extinction fraction of the mineral groups in question, fTec, fPhy,
and fCa, respectively, and it is calculated by:

keff(v) = fTeckQ(v) + fPhykI(v) + fCakCa(v) (9)

Figure 11 shows an LC simulation fitted to the Gobi dust spectrum. The individual
mineral spectra reproduced a fit with 13.7% of quartz, 79.8% of illite, and 6.5% of calcite
to obtain an external mineral mixture spectrum with the remaining residue ∈Re from the
predicted spectrum keff(v) and the experimental spectrum kexp(v). The residue difference
between the LC simulated spectrum and the Gobi dust spectrum is 2.5%. This result
suggests that the Gobi dust sample was made up of external mixtures of minerals, which is
in accordance with the SEM experimental results showing external mixtures of this Gobi
dust sample [62].
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In order to compare the results with the data in the literature, it is important to convert
the extinction weights to mass weights. This can be performed by obtaining the mass
extinction coefficient (MEC; m2·g−1), which can be calculated from the maximum value of
the extinction coefficient kmax

i (v) divided by the mass concentration MCi for the mineral i:

MECi =
kmax

i (v)
MCi

(10)

where MC i is obtained from the particle size distribution recorded experimentally by the
APS and the SMPS. The densities used in this study for the mineral components quartz (Q),
illite (I), and calcite (Ca) were ρQ = 2.65 g·cm−3, ρI = 2.8 g·cm−3, and ρCa = 2.71 g·cm−3,
respectively.

Hence, the mass weight w i is obtained as follows:

wi =
fi MECi

∑i fi MECi
(11)

Then, by applying Equation (10) to the experimental normalized extinction coefficients,
the extinction masses of quartz, illite, and calcite were MECQ = 0.189 m2·g−1, MECI =
0.209 m2·g−1, and MECCa = 0.187 m2·g−1, respectively. Finally, the obtained mass weights
from Equation (11) were wTec = 15.3%, wPhy = 80%, and wCarb = 4.7%, respectively.

The mass weight values of the phyllosilicates and carbonates are in agreement with
percentages found by Journet et al., (2014) [49]. However, in this example, the percentage
of tectosilicates was more than the average by approximately 8% (for quartz and feldspars).

4. Mineralogical Mapping Method

As defined in Section 2, the optical thickness was derived from the IASI radiance, and
it corresponds to the dust extinction coefficient multiplied by a dust layer. Furthermore, it
was discussed in Section 3 that the experimental extinction coefficient allows for the identi-
fication of spectral assignments. To compare the satellite dust detection to the experimental
dust measurements, an example of an IASI optical thickness spectrum of Gobi dust detected
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on 4 May 2017 was compared with the laboratory optical thickness spectrum of Gobi dust
(Figure 12). The results show spectral signatures identical to the laboratory dust features,
which can provide information about the mineral families present in each detection. The
C-O asymmetrical stretching allows for the detection of carbonates, and the O-H bending
indicates the presence of phyllosilicates. In addition, tectosilicates or phyllosilicates can
be distinguished by the Si-O asymmetrical stretching assignment position in the spectrum
as it shifts position between the two families. In addition, the Si-O symmetrical stretching
reveals the possibility of having either tectosilicates or phyllosilicates in the detection, as
the doublets are present at the same wavenumbers for the two groups. Therefore, the use of
an experimental dust extinction coefficient allows for the identification of the mineralogical
component in the IASI residue and can be used to obtain information about the extinction
weights of each mineral family.
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Figure 12. The laboratory Gobi dust spectrum with the molecular assignment for each fingerprint is
in black. Sym Str: symmetrical stretching; Asym Str: asymmetrical stretching; Bend: bending. The
IASI spectral residue detection of the dust plume on 4 May 2017, at daytime after LSE correction, with
mineralogical family assignment, is in blue. Tec: tectosilicates; Phy: phyllosilicates; Carb: carbonates.

Dust sampling depends on the location and the date of the sample collection. This can
pose a challenge when it is difficult to collect dust from a particular dust event. To remove
this dependency, the linear combination of the pure mineral extinctions of quartz, illite,
and calcite described in Section 3 was used to obtain the mineralogical extinction fractions.
The equality between the IASI spectral optical thickness τ(v) from Equation (7) and the
linear combination from Equation (9) is solved as follows:

τ(v) =
[

fTeckQ(v) + fPhykI(v) + fCakCa(v)
]
× L + ε (12)

where the total error ε is the sum of the residue error εRe and the error of having other
minor families not taken into consideration εminor. The layer thickness L value does not
affect the result, as it is considered constant for each pixel.

In Figure 13, Equations (11) and (12) were applied to an example from the May 2017
dust event. The LC method gives 16.8% for tectosilicates, 78.3% for phyllosilicates, and
4.9% for carbonates. The IASI optical thickness shows intense narrow bands of gases,
which increases the residue by up to 20%. By removing the gas effect to smooth the fitting,
the residue dropped to 5%, indicating a significant error caused by the gases present
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in the atmosphere. In addition, the percentages calculated are close to the percentages
calculated using the experimental spectrum (Section 3), with an increase in the percentage
of tectosilicates.
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5. Case Studies
5.1. May 2017 from IASI-A

An intense dust storm occurred from 3 to 8 May 2017, affecting visibility in North
China as dust loads crossed the region. The storm started in the southwest of Inner
Mongolia, where the dust plume moved southeastward, passing through North China,
the Korean peninsula, and Japan before finally dissipating in Russia. Three cold fronts
generated dust during this event. The first two fronts lifted dust from the Gobi Desert
on May 3. On May 4, at night, a third front started and different blown dust loads were
generated and merged between May 4–6, from both the Horqin Sandy Land and the Gobi
Desert [63]. Figure 14 shows the evolution of the dust plume mass weights for tectosilicates,
phyllosilicates, and carbonates in May 2017 between May 3–6. In addition to the RMS of
the residue using the LC method and the optical thickness at 1072.5 cm−1, no dust plume
was detectable by IASI on May 7 and 8. The LC method was applied to this case study with
8% of rejected solutions having negative mass weights. The latter results are linked to the
difference in the particle size distribution between the detected dust and the experimental
dust used for the LC fitting. Further knowledge of the microphysical dust parameters is
essential for better mineralogical estimation. The IASI optical thickness at 1072.5 cm−1

shows the homogeneous temporal evolution between the day and night detections. When
the optical thickness decreased, the RMS for the residue increased.
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Wide spatial variability was reported for all the mineral families. This is linked to
the diversity of the mineralogical composition in East Asian dust sources. Regionally,
from West to East Asia, the carbonate content in the desert soil decreases, and the feldspar
content increases [20]. Previously, three broad types of dust sources were identified [64].
Type I deserts are located in topographic lows, such as the Taklamakan Desert; these deserts
are associated with fluvial fans [65]. Type II deserts are located on the plateau, with natural
dust sources coming from the Gobi Desert of Inner Mongolia. Type III deserts are in dry
agricultural areas, e.g., the Horqin Sandy Land, which had a particular influence on this
dust storm [63]. Table 2 presents the half-day mean mass weight values, RMS, and the
optical thickness at 1077 cm−1.

Table 2. Mean mineralogical values and STD of the three dust type sources in the dust storm of May
2017 in East Asia.

Mean Mass Weight per Half-Day (%)
Mean RMS

Mean
τ1072.5cm−1

Date
Tec Phy Carb

I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III

3D 52.0 23.5 - 43.0 70.4 - 5.0 6.1 - 0.029 0.018 - 0.357 0.706 -

3N 46.0 10.8 - 48.5 82.3 - 5.5 6.9 - 0.017 0.018 - 0.477 0.631 -

4D 55.4 20.2 - 39.5 74.3 - 5.1 5.5 - 0.029 0.018 - 0.368 0.555 -

4N 50.8 12.5 - 46.1 81.2 - 3.1 6.3 - 0.014 0.015 - 0.574 0.456 -

5D 37.9 20.3 27.5 55.4 74.1 67.3 6.7 5.6 5.2 0.013 0.021 0.033 0.667 0.603 0.515

5N 43.9 17.2 17.2 50.8 76.2 78.6 5.3 6.6 4.5 0.015 0.014 0.008 0.406 0.539 0.529

6D 57.0 23.5 23.4 38.4 69.8 72.9 4.6 6.7 3.7 0.045 0.015 0.016 0.325 0.702 0.916

6N 45.1 23.6 - 51.1 69.5 - 3.8 6.9 - 0.014 0.016 - 0.407 0.516 -

Mean 48.5 19.0 22.7 46.6 74.7 72.9 4.9 6.3 4.4 0.022 0.017 0.019 0.448 0.589 0.653

STD 6.0 4.7 4.2 5.6 4.6 4.6 1.0 0.5 0.6 0.011 0.002 0.011 0.111 0.083 0.186

During this dust event, the mean value of tectosilicates was 48.5% in type I, whereas
in types II and III, it was less than half of that. Conversely, the contents of phyllosilicates
in types II and III were close to 73% and were 46% in type I. The carbonate content in the
three regions had values of around 5.5%.

The hybrid single-particle Lagrangian integrated trajectory (HYSPLIT) model showing
24 h of backward trajectories on May 5 at 11 UTC (Figure 15) validates the sources of these
dust masses. The first (I) comes from the Taklamakan Desert. Dust particles are emitted
in the region without long-distance transport, and this is explained by the high content of
tectosilicates and the lower content of phyllosilicates. The second (II) is created by the Gobi
Desert, with the lowest tectosilicate content and the highest carbonate content. The third
(III) is a mix from the Gobi and Horqin Deserts. In the example of May 5 during the day
(5D), the weight of the tectosilicates strengthened again after a third cold front mixed dust
from both deserts since the Horqin Sandy Land is rich in feldspars [20]. Finally, the mean
mass weight values of the phyllosilicates and carbonates show results that are consistent
with the literature data presented in Section 3, while the tectosilicate content was higher in
this study.
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5.2. Generalization
5.2.1. IASI-A and IASI-B

METOP-A ended its mission in November and December 2021, and only METOP-B
and -C continue the mission [66]. Hence, a comparison between IASI-A and IASI-B is crucial
to test the applicability of this study on the present IASI platforms. The comparison was
applied to the 2017 case study, where only two METOPs, A and B, were in an orbital phase
with a time gap of 45 min, with similar views from both satellites ensuring the maximum
daily coverage. The results from 4 May 2017 during the day are shown in Figure 16, with
no notable spatial shift between the two platforms as the dust plume traveled slowly
from west to east. The plume mineralogical extinction evolution increased consistently in
mineral weights after 45 min according to IASI-B, with continuous dust emissions from the
Gobi Desert. These results confirm the ability to apply this method using different IASI
platforms, in addition to the ability to identify the dust emission source.
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5.2.2. March 2021 from IASI-A

The mineralogical mapping method was applied to a more recent dust storm that
occurred in March 2021. The first dust plume was generated from the Mongolian Gobi
Desert on 14 March, with winds blowing on 15 March uplifting aerosols from the Gobi
Desert and Horqin Sandy Land together, to travel southeastward. On 16 March, another
dust plume was produced from the Taklamakan Desert, floating and mixing with loads
already present in the atmosphere. A previous study investigated dust sources only
originating from the Gobi Desert between 14 and 15 March [67].

The study applied to a time interval between 14 March at night and 18 March during
the day, as shown in Figure 17, where the mineralogical weights showed a regular temporal
evolution as the first and second dust plumes were carried into the atmosphere. After
applying the LC method, 15% of the values are rejected, the double of the percentage value
of the first case. This can be linked to the difference in the size distribution between the
emissions for the two cases in the study; the PM10 concentration emissions were double
in March 2021 [67,68]. Likewise, in this case, the optical thickness was inverse to the
residue RMS.

Table 3 shows the half-day mean mineralogical values, with the RMS and the optical
thickness at 1072.5 cm−1. In this case, the mean mass weight value of the tectosilicates
was 25% of type I, unlike in May 2017. Intense dust emissions from this region started
on 16 March during the day (16D), made up of 66% phyllosilicates and 7.4% carbonates.
In type II, the results show consistency with the previous case study. However, type III
indicates the uplift of heavier tectosilicate particles and fewer phyllosilicate fine particles.
The carbonate mean values were close for types I and II, with the highest peak from type
I at 9% and the lowest from type III at 5.2%. More intense optical thickness values were
found in this case since the dust mass concentration emitted reached almost 1 × 104 µg/m3

of the May 2017 values of less than 5 × 103 µg/m3 [67,68].

Table 3. The mean mineralogical values and STDs of the three dust type sources in the dust storm of
March 2021 in East Asia.

Mean Mass Weight per Half-Day (%) Mean
RMS

Mean
τ1072.5cm−1

Date
Tec Phy Carb

I II III I II III I II III I II III I II III

14N - 26.6 - - 65.1 - - 8.3 - - 0.014 - - 0.958 -

15D - 16.1 - - 75.9 - - 8.0 - - 0.016 - - 0.971 -

15N - 22.4 44.1 - 69.3 50.2 - 7.1 5.2 - 0.017 0.010 - 0.698 0.967

16D 21.9 17.0 40.1 68.1 76.4 54.7 9.0 6.8 6.4 0.020 0.015 0.011 0.833 0.943 0.72

16N - 26.0 - - 66.9 - - 7.4 - - 0.020 - - 0.731 -

17D 23.8 23.6 - 68.8 69.9 - 7.4 6.4 - 0.019 0.017 - 0.892 0.976 -

17N 28.8 26.6 - 62.0 66.7 - 6.8 6.3 - 0.025 0.016 - 0.786 0.776 -

18D 26.8 24.4 - 67.0 69.4 - 6.2 6.2 - 0.016 0.015 - 1.024 1.002 -

Mean 25.3 22.8 42.1 66.5 70.0 52.5 7.4 7.1 5.8 0.020 0.016 0.011 0.884 0.882 0.841

STD 2.7 3.9 2.0 2.6 3.9 2.2 1.0 0.7 0.6 0.004 0.002 0.011 0.089 0.117 0.124
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First, on 15 March, dust mass III was a mixture of the Gobi and Horqin sources,
with high tectosilicate content. This agrees with the results obtained in May 2017, with
the Horqin Sandy Land source causing the increase in tectosilicate weight. This can be
compared to dust mass II, presenting lower tectosilicate content as it originated only from
the Gobi Desert. In addition, the weight of phyllosilicates was higher in II compared to III,
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suggesting that dust emissions in II were from the Gobi Desert. By the nights of 16 and
17 March (16N and 17N), clouds covered the region, masking dust plume detection. On
17 March by day (17D), the mineralogical weights had heterogeneous variability in the
three different regions, each related to a different source. In Figure 18, the HYSPLIT 24 h
backward trajectory of that day indicates the presence of another type I dust load from the
Taklamakan Desert, originating from the emissions of 16 March by day and traveling in the
same direction as the uplifted masses of type II from the Gobi Desert. In addition, another
mass traveled from Central Asia, showing different mineralogy that was particularly rich
in tectosilicates (the values of this plume are not shown in Table 3).
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6. Conclusions

This paper introduced a method for computing mineralogical weights during dust
storm events using both experimental optical properties and satellite detections from IASI.

First, we found that dust detections above land were highly affected by LSE. Soil that is
highly rich in quartz generates the Reststrahlen phenomenon, altering the IASI observation
and causing false aerosol selection and characterization. To solve this problem, a mean
monthly emissivity dataset was used. However, the direct use of these data can strongly
change spectral detection, losing aerosol signals. Due to this, a new LSE optimization
method was developed using the same data and is based on the Reststrahlen feature at
1159 cm−1. A correction factor was calculated and applied to the IASI detection spectra.
This method allowed for improving the surface effect of the aerosol detections without
altering the mineral dust information from both day and night observations, as applied to
the two case studies with different temporal and seasonal characteristics. This indicates the
ability to apply the LSE correction method to different case studies.

Second, we considered that dust presents a heterogeneous mixture of pure minerals.
Thus, we applied an LC method to the laboratory extinction coefficients of pure minerals to
fit the Gobi dust spectrum, showing a residue of 2.5%. This indicates that the Gobi dust
was an external mixture of individual minerals. In addition, after LSE correction, an aerosol
optical thickness spectrum from the IASI was derived, with molecular features similar to
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the optical thickness of the experimental Gobi dust sample. The LC was also applied to the
satellite optical thickness and the residue shifted to 20% due to the presence of narrow gas
bands. However, this residue dropped to 5% after smoothing the spectrum.

Third, mineralogical weight maps were obtained for three mineral families: tectosili-
cates, phyllosilicates, and carbonates, with the RMS and the optical thickness at 1077 cm−1.
The method was applied to two case studies detected from IASI-A by day and night, in
two different seasons, with a time gap of 5 years between them: spring 2017 and winter
2021. The results also show mean mineralogical weights close to the literature. With high
temporal and spatial variability for tectosilicates and carbonates, the weights were linked
to the dust source. Hence, this method presents a powerful tool to link dust mineralogy to
the original sources.

These results imply the temporal stability of IASI-A in a time gap of five years and
show the ability to use IASI detection in different seasons. In addition, IASI-A and IASI-B
were compared, giving consistent mineral weights, which allows for the application of this
work using different IASI platforms in the future.

Finally, laboratory optical properties exploited with IASI measurements allowed for
obtaining new information about mineralogical dust composition in the East Asian deserts.
An important link between the LC rejected values and the particle size distribution was also
determined. This highlights the importance of the quantification of the size distribution
parameter. In future work, we will use laboratory complex refractive indices derived from
extinction spectra to retrieve the microphysical and mineralogical dust properties.
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